Step-by-Step Instructions
(PRINT this set of instructions to follow every time you refill your cartridge)

CANON BCI-21 Black & Color & BCI-24 Black & Color
APPLE M3329G/A Color , M3330G/A (Black)
DEC LJ50X-AC Black
OLIVETTI JP150-450 Black

Items Needed: gloves, cardboard station #2, cyan, magenta & yellow ink, dye-based black ink,
aluminum tape, paper towels, review hints and tips & check list
Syringe: Attach needle tip (located inside station # 4) to the syringe tightly. Unscrew lid on ink bottle.
Puncture silver seal with needle tip making a small hole in the center of seal. Using the correct color
pull the correct amount of ink into the syringe. Rinse syringe and needle tip after every use and
before using syringe with another color. Rinse syringe and needle tip with water until the water runs
clear.
1.) Locate the small air vent hole on top of cartridge. Tape over the small air vent hole directly on top of
cartridge. Place cartridge upside down in cardboard station #2. These three colored areas are your fill-holes.
2.) When refilling one chamber, always tape over the remaining two fill-holes in order to prevent color
contamination.
3.) Using the correct color bottle of ink, pull the ink into the syringe and place the nozzle tip slightly above
the ink fill-hole and slowly drip the ink into the exposed sponge. Cartridge will take up to 4ml for color
chamber & up to 9 ml for black chamber. Stop refilling when the sponge does not readily absorb the ink.
Please note that colored ink is not equally used and each chamber may not require the same amount of ink
per color chamber.
4.) After refilling, leave cartridge in upside down position for 10 minutes. After 10 minutes, remove any tape
from cartridge, remove cartridge from cardboard station #2 and place cartridge in upright position on folded
paper towels for 10 minutes. Do not let the fill-holes touch the paper towel.

5.) Gently blot away any residue ink near the fill-holes. Install cartridge in printer. Run cleaning cycle and
print test. Or Print 3 pages using:
http://www.refills4you.com/support/black_print_test.html Black ink test
http://www.refills4you.com/support/color_print_test.html Color ink Test
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